Questions I ask at a Division II Final Meeting
In case they help – these questions map onto the suggested Div II evaluation template. I find I have almost a draft of the Div II evaluation as a result of these conversations.

It might be especially helpful if students have been asked to think about some of these things as they write their retrospective.

Laura Wenk

1. Describe your concentration as succinctly as you can. How well integrated are the study areas, is one foreground and another background, are they equivalent, etc.? Where were you happy with the depth and breadth? Are there things you wish you had taken or want to learn more?
2. What do you see when you look across your narrative evaluations? What are the patterns you see? What are you praised for and what do you still find challenging and want to consider strengthening in Div III? (We point out what they missed).
3. What skills and abilities did you develop in Div II? What strategies and practices helped you do this work?
4. What are your ideas for Div III? How has your Div II work prepared you? What are you committing to do to keep addressing your strengths and challenges in Div III?